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 The decline in meaning is due to the disjunction between those inventing purposes and those pursuing truth

16 Lines from Goethes poetry inFaust II(1832) point directly towards the extropic ideal of excellence: Hasten into bold adventure, while the common herd wanders hesitantly to and fro! There is nothing a noble spirit cannot achieve, if he understands and seizes his opportunity

 Ortega y Gasset, Jos

time beyond

The impulse to achieve this measure of freedom is elitist by default, not everyone makes the volitional turn toward extropy and its accompanying level of strenuous personal effort

 The concepts, values, languages, dreams and purposes created by humanity, that originated in the vital impulses of life, in a passionate expenditure of precious time, are venerated by placing them into the worldwide web of memory

Gain of Meaning Through Conjunction of Art and ScienceThe conjunction of humanism and technicism is closely linked to adaptability, design, and meaning

 Vitalism in the 19th and 20th centuries was prominently represented by the biologist Hans Driesch (1867-1941) and Bergson

 Luigi Galvani (1737-1798) referred to a life force and Goethe called itGestaltung

 Darwin proposed his natural selection theory inOrigin of Species(1859), Gregor Mendel (1822-1884) formulated the laws of genetic transmission, and August Weismann (1834-1914) conceived that the origin of an organism was in the continuous germ plasm

6 Spengler hits upon a historical truth about where to find the strength, or dynamic optimism, for creating an extropic culture from out of this deconstructed flux

Driesch

scientific

 Allan Bloom inThe Closing of the American Mind (1987), scathingly points out the devastating effects that the value-fact split had on the coherency of the mission of the university in shaping the future: It turned out that natural science had nothing to say about human things, about the uses of science for life or about the scientist

Niccol Machiavelli perceived plainly that the struggle against necessity required that an individual have excellence and freedom as primary life purposes

Alfred

Plato

theory

 officials Centralized government (greed for power, self-deception, venality  corruption) Extropic philosophical thought Entropic philosophical thought Open society (strongly held minority views, diverse media centers) Closed society (monoculture, drifting public opinion under sway of media) Extravagance of objectives  vocations (resistance to comfortable) Timidity (slackening of willpower and loss of creative opportunity) Technological development (especially in energy, aesthetics  politics) Technological stagnation (declining energy consumption per capita) Fertility (choice of life over urban money  tension, wisdom of how to live) Unfertility (choice of abstraction over life, a turn towards death) Hard work, self-reliance, excellence Laziness, dependence, mediocrity Sense of high aims being worthwhile, cosmological presupposition of eternity Sense of meaninglessness, purposelessness Resourceful artistry of political elite pointing towards new cultural forms Complexity catastrophes, failure of leadership response to challenge Strong family structure (consensual authority and self-discipline) Devolution of marriage from divinely ordained to civil issue to private matter (once anything goes in the family, anything goes in society) High value on truth (development of reasoning and mathementics as aim of education, what do you think? Attack on systematic thought (de-rationalization as the aim of education, what do you feel?) Upholding causality and evidence Deification of chance (superstition)ConclusionThe founding vision, the extropian genesis, was written down back in 1486, long before BaconsNovum Organon

Ralph Waldo

Hermann Haken

 Such consistent, grand standards act simultaneously to pull up conceptual development to its levels, and to mark the occasion when such development surpasses all previous thought

 To Goethe evolution meant inward fulfillment, to Darwin it meant Progress

 My definition of technicism is: Physical (mechanical) mediation between subjective self and objective nature evolving in the direction of their conjunction by means of better approximation of truth (improving maps of objective nature) and as a catalyst for enriching evaluations of truth (interpreting maps of objective nature)

 His blind emphasis on objective observation and measurement without giving due weight to the role of consciousness in the scientific method or to the strictly vocational nature of science, may have helped discourage ideological contamination early on, but the negative effects have been cumulatively demoralizing within Western Civilization

 Then human language itself can be recognized as rooted in a deeper reality, as reflecting the universes unfolding meaning

With it intact, we havefreedom:to judge all aspects of realityto be in conditionto cleanse the doors of perception and to break the mind-forgd manacles on our imaginationto return to ancient wisdomto make of first importance the love of beauty, of honor, grace, courtesy, delicate feelingto pursue extravagant vocationsto hasten into bold adventure and never to cease to strive towards supreme existenceto conceive an extropic worldview so compelling that it forges a culture of advancement without endto creatively design new evolutionary and adaptational systemsto invent tools that will transform our thoughts into realityto pant after the highestto be an insatiable creator, a kindler of fireto ascend, by a glorious stairway, from strength to strengthto live beyond our incometo become so exceptional as to be a law in ourselvesto free ourselves from the earth, rise into the infinite, leave the bonds of the body, and circle in the universe of space amongst the starsto make every solid in the universe

soul

Erwin

Machiavelli

Floris

 History, paleontology, archaeology, anthropology all are aesthetic sciences, the fixing of the human terrain in a map with imaginative legends (i

Spencer

 The Good is akin to extropic purpose, the arrow of living creation, it is what explains the coherence and intelligibility of our world

Max Stirner

 In short, Darwins view is only a particular aspect of evolution

 My definition of humanism is: Social (consensual) mediation between subjective self and objective nature evolving in the direction of their conjunction by means of sharing and remembering human purposes used to evaluate truth (interpreting maps of objective nature) and as a catalyst for approaching ever closer to truth (improving maps of objective nature)

intellectual

 Goethe described history as living nature

Alfred North

reality

 Whitehead said inAdventures of Ideas(1933): No science can be more secure than the unconscious metaphysics which tacitly it presupposes

 History was described by Hegel as the self-organized boundless expansion of Spirit (or consensual reality), the progress of the consciousness of freedom

 We honor the living history of antiquity to learn the meaning of the ascending characteristics present in humanity

The role technicism plays in developing new forms of existence make it the unambiguous source of what is commonly understood as progress

Edited by Max More and NatashA Vita-More

Roberto Michels

4 This means: not concepts, not material forms, not human events

Metaphysical AssumptionsDavid Hume (1711-1776) inEnquiry Concerning Human Understanding(1748), echoes the Taoist saying of The farther you go, the less you know, when he discusses the roles of science and philosophy in dealing with our ignorance: The most perfect philosophy of the natural kind [science] only staves off our ignorance a little longer: as perhaps the most perfect philosophy of the moral or metaphysical kind serves only to discover larger portions of it

history

 Baron de Montesquieu (1689-1755) inThe Spirit of Laws(1748) also viewed human nature as mutable

 There have been great individuals who were able to synthesize art and science, such as Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), Goethe and Santayana

Ortega y Gasset

seen

 Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882) stands as the clearest expression of humanist extropic thought between Giovanni Pico della Mirandola (1463-1494) and Nietzsche (who was influenced by him)

570-475 BC) wrote, The gods indeed did not reveal everything to mortals from the beginning; but men search, and in time they find out better

Brendan

 This is the take-off point for extropic thought, the ultimate design of reality is both historical and current, encompassing both motion and rest

 Spengler seconded this: Only technics are entirely true, for here the words are merely the key to actuality, and the sentences are continually modified until they are, not truth, but actuality

 Whitehead, Alfred North

 Ortega y Gasset derived vital reason (as opposed to pure reason) from history, giving meaning to the reality of human life

nature

 Our conceptual capabilities go far beyond our perceptual capabilities

freedom

Haken

 An organisms urge and direction of growth to its destined form was referred to as its primaryentelechy, or soul (psyche)

Friedrich Nietzsche inThe Will to Power, describes the historical point of departure from the husk of Western Culture towards a new extropic culture, a synthesis of humanism and technicism:If power has been attained over nature, one can employ this power in the further free development of oneself: will to power as self-elevation and strengthening

 Hofstadter, Albert and Kuhns, Richard, eds

 Then the world speaks its meaning through human consciousness

 Brendan OLeary wrote about the power of the self-chosen, those who make great demands on themselves:lite theorists, in historical and political studies, maintain that all forms of complex social organization inevitably become dominated by a small group, an lite (literally the elect, or chosen)

So evolution is open-ended and driven by unmeasurable events! This means that new systems of evolution (Darwins version being a mere subset) and new selectional systems capable of adaptation (such as the brain, immune system and genomic system) are open to our creative design capabilities

William Godwin

 Likewise, our approach to science is a rational commitment to an objective universe which presents itself to us

Bergson

 Why suffer, why learn, when science tells us there is no purpose (or value) in the universe and the humanities tells us there is no truth (or fact) in the universe? The extropic solution is not a Third Culture of mediocre pop science drifting through a humanities wasteland, but to raise both sides to new heights

 Jean Lamarck (1744-1829) inZoological Philosophy(1809), held that organization and external stimulation were keys to life, and that lifes organic movement proceeded from an internal tendency towards more complex forms

 Driesch usedentelechyagain, this time to refer to the force which guides the development of an embryo

 Diderot held that the natural hierarchy was dynamic, it developed continuously

Luigi Galvani

 Scott Kelso inDynamic Patterns(1995) pays tribute to Hakens extropic concepts:

 In such knowledge, the human mind lives into the creative activity of nature

Leary

 More specifically, two different initial conditions of a physical system that are completely indistinguishable by any finite measurement precision will sooner or later lead to a total divergence as the system evolves in time or space

Definitions: Humanism and TechnicismHumanism is linked to the concepts of chaos, search for novelty, perceptual categorization, imagination, exploration and the metaphysical bridge between subjective reality and consensual reality

Numerous Enlightenment figures such as Bacon inThe Advancement of Learning(1605), and Denis Diderot (1713-1784) in the ground-breakingEncyclopdie(1751-1776), made the case that expanding our scientific knowledge base would result in technological improvements in human lives

 Historical knowledge cannot provide new purposes for us, only we, as unique individuals can do that; but it can help forecast the probable consequences of various proposed actions on a large scale

 The central core of concepts generally have been verified through the physical mediation of technology between value-laden concepts and objective physical reality

Spenglers analysis of the historical nature of the concept of progress, penetrates to the core of Western Civilization:The conception of mankind as an active, fighting, progressing whole is (and has been since Joachim of Floris and the Crusades) so necessary an idea for us that we find it hard indeed to realize that it is an exclusively Western hypothesis

 Failing to convince Zeus by power of reason that his static Universe is not a world at peace but a desert, Prometheus sets the will of Zeus at defiance, and leads Mankind onward and upward, inspiring his protag and pupil with his own spirit

Lynn Margulis

 If we achieve historical abstract truths with imaginative purposes in mind, emotional peaks of meaning lift up

Adam

brings

Kelso

conception

truth

Emerson

Arnold

knowledge

 Beyond aristocracy, there is an extropic goal to escape from law, to be so capable of social independence as to be beyond the reach of coerced consent; to became as Aristotle wrote inPoliticsBook III, 

 As Toynbee tells it inHistory:Whereas Zeus has no other wish than to preserve his position in a static eternity, Prometheus is an insatiable creator, a kindler of fire, a probing progressive mind-a mythical personification of the growth process, the Bergsonianlan vital

philosophical

Alfred North Whitehead

 The destruction of aesthetic forms and conceptual memory (e

 It is amazing to read Emerson and find so much of his thought and values still current in Americas intellectual tradition

Hans Driesch

 Bergson first accepted Charles Darwins (1809-1882) and Spencers version of mechanistic evolution but decided inCreative Evolution, that the evolution of life was better explained by a Promethean impulse, thelan vital, which is continuously developing

 They constitute the inseparable procedures by which we attempt to understand and to control the natural world for the benefit and, ultimately, for the survival of humanity

 In essence, the struggle for existence creates better forms by clearing away older forms, a conception of natural selection as justice

 When we make time-consuming extensive searches in concept landscapes, it becomes very difficult to keep the trail tying us to the past in sight

Nietzsche

 Hegels (1770-1831) liquid realm ontology devolved into Max Stirners (1806-1856) vaporous nihilism and Karl Marxs (1818-1883) icy materialist dogma

EvolutionThe pre-Socratic philosophers originated many of the concepts that would develop through history into modern evolutionary theory

realm

Francis

phases

 This launched the greatest reappraisal of humanitys position in the universe yet seen, we are fundamentally different individuals than before this conceptual revolution

Philosophical questions have always proven to be difficult, and thus have generated large numbers of concepts which are then discarded, proposed again, and discarded again because the answers lie in the evolving complex or liquid realm

 Oswald Spengler explains the origin of extropian exuberance:This first person towers up in the Gothic architecture; the spire is an I, the flying buttress is an I

humanity

thou

 Two of our more perfect philosophers and scientists of the twentieth century, Alfred North Whitehead (1861-1947) and Erwin Schrdinger (1887-1961), had strong opinions about the centrality of our approach to ignorance through concept generation and selection

Kant

 Empedocles held that an integrative force produces any number of living forms, some of which are capable of survival and reproduction

The requirements for individual perfectibility are: the ability to control the immediate environment at will, to ensure our indefinite longevity under ordinary conditions; and extreme physical and mental mutability, to ensure our ability to master all possible novel environments

Goethe

Albert

 Hegel viewed history as exhibiting ascending levels of consciousness, through phases of unity and disunity towards excellence and coherency

 He envisioned a hierarchy to perfection, human conceptions never becoming perfected but directed towards perfection

The banality of science is due to its mechanical or plodding methodological nature of smoothing out rough spots in the landscape of knowledge

life

human

Oswald Spengler

Max Weber

 The setting is the Craftsman explaining what the deal is to man:Neither a fixed abode nor a form that is thine alone nor any function peculiar to thyself have we given thee, Adam, to the end that according to thy longing and according to thy judgment thou mayest have and possess what abode, what form, and what functions thou thyself shalt desire

Toynbee

 Very individualized pattern recognition thus leads to complex pattern evolution by the self-organizing forces operating within science

society

August Weismann

concepts

current

Diderot

 He is referring here to the interdisciplinary linkage of all scientific and technical knowledge, in combination with everything worth preserving on the humanities side, all connected through hypertext in cyberspace!All human knowledge available on demand to everyone, this was one of the original aims of Western Culture

 It is catalytic in terms of the interplay between competitive directions in the social realm and cooperative actions in the physical realm

purposes

 Arnold Toynbee (1889-1975) inA Study of History(1934-1961) emphasized alternating challenges to civilization, followed by leaderships responses

 What guidelines can improve our forecasts concerning which philosophical concepts will be selected for? The mechanics of reducing uncertainty in this stream produces order from chaos; we learn to reason, to form meaningful concepts, from valuing truth

 Tom Morrow coined extropy as its etymological opposite and Max More derived extropian from it

 And therefore theentire Faustian ethic, from Thomas Aquinas to Kant,is an excelsior'- fulfillment of an I, ethical work upon an I, justification of an I by faith and works; respect of the neighbor Thou for the sake of ones I and its happiness; and, lastly and supremely, immortality of the I

 To understand the conceptual precursors to the idea of progress, an examination of Origens (c

 Nietzsche inPower, describes humanisms role in directing energy, 

LeadershipA self-organized leadership hierarchy is always formed in response to external challenges in the coevolutionary environment

 Jos Ortega y Gasset (1883-1955) inThe Revolt of the Masses(1930), tells us how to recognize the two divisions

 Gottfried von Leibniz (1646-1716), along with Newton, invented modern calculus and pointed towards symbolic logic, he even argued the relativity of space, time and motion

Friedrich

 He formulated the idea that any government must be structured in harmony with the given societys consensual purposes, in order to secure liberty under many different historically contingent situations

 This strongly echoes the earlier sociological ideas of Max Weber (1864-1920) on the roots of social conflict residing in the limitless irreconcilable attitudes toward life

Another early conceptual forerunner of extropy is Aristotles inner drive of organisms calledentelechy

ComplexityIn the first half of 1988, Max More and Tom Morrow had been discussing political liberty, removal of spatio-temporal restraints, overcoming limits to intelligence, taking self-control of our cognitive, emotional, and physical constitution, and complexity

 The principle of Perfectibility indeed is almost as indefinite a term as mutability in general; it is without scope or goal, and has no standard by which to estimate the changes in question: the improved, more perfect, state of things towards which it professedly tends is altogether undetermined
principle

 He saw the great advantage that humanity has, by directing our own evolution, in reducing the catastrophic effects of chance

 Thus, the genealogy of extropic concepts must be traced through time (tradition), locality and by vocation

evolving

, the appalling episodes of book burning in history and the grinding up of ancient Romes marble monuments to make cement) are frequently attempts to lower peaks of meaning in the distance while raising the peaks in the foreground

 It is from Pico della MirandolasOration, produced at the height of Renaissance humanism, the highest peak of meaning in Western Culture

Aristotle

1 Those philosophical concepts aligned most closely within the liquid realm of conjunctions, particularly those concerned with meaning, design and learning, will tend to be selected for

Post-WWII humanist thought has been nicely condensed by Richard Tarnas in his chapter on the postmodern mind and his epilogue fromPassion:The human spirit does not merely prescribe natures phenomenal order; rather, the spirit of nature brings forth itsownorder through the human mind when that mind is employing its full complement of faculties-intellectual, volitional, emotional, sensory, imaginative, aesthetic, epiphanic

Richard Tarnas

Hofstadter

Allan Bloom

 Michelangelos (1475-1564) work is a continuing cultural high point, a peak of meaning, to which we can always climb to restore our sense of the invaluable worth of the individual and the inherent dignity of humanity

 It is analogous to the butterfly effect, one individuals minor action can loose expanding harmful consequences up to and including mass destruction

 Niccol Machiavelli (1469-1527) profoundly analyzed the consequences of the eternal nature of our drives and the infinite nature of our purposes

 Typical questions are: Is there change, or is there constancy? How can there be both motion and rest? How can complex substances, which are extended, be composed of simple substances which are not, since a collection of non-extensions cant make an extension? How can our laws of physics be time reversible when history is obviously irreversible? Why do some structures appear to be definitely irreducible, when it appears that everything is indefinitely reducible? Exactly how is space different from time, or energy different from matter, or force different from mass? Typically, when a difficult liquid realm ontology is proposed, philosophical concepts splinter into the easier realms of chaos or order

the essential thing in the life process is precisely the tremendous shaping, form-creating force working from within whichutilizesandexploitsexternal circumstances- Plato and Goethe are representatives of the philosophy of humanism

 There, a determination is made concerning which concepts will be deposited into the consensual memory that constitutes our knowledge base

AestheticsFirst, aesthetics generates concepts through the interplay of our creativity and imagination, the mutability of the human experience

Tom Morrow

The individual, placed in the hand of our own free will, is the fountainhead of conceptual creativity and technological innovation

 Spengler foresaw the course that synthetic biology would eventually take, in its search for the ability to evolve the laws of evolution itself:There is evolution, too, in the evolution-idea itself, which is Faustian through and through, which displays (in sharpest contrast to Aristotles timeless entelechy-idea) all our passionate urgency towards infinite future, ourwillandsense of aimwhich is so immanent in, so specific to, the Faustian spirit as to be thea prioriform rather than the discovered principle of our Nature-picture

 Specialized scientific disciplines reach peaks of knowledge in the concept landscape, thrusting into ignorance, but eventually become unable to hold to the steepness of the isolated peak

 It is metabolic in terms of the interplay of search and consolidation phases of consciousnesss directional evolution towards extropy

 Hermann Haken inThe Science of Structure: Synergetics(1984) outlined a more rigorous experimental scientific program than Fullers earlier conceptual work

 Such steadiness of purpose coupled with novel circumstances, allows us to see living patterns in history, it is a self-organizational dynamic process

468 BC) wrote: Not seen in visible presence by the eyes of men is Excellence, save his from whom in utmost toil heart-racking sweat comes, at his manhoods height

 The most extropic concepts form within the conjunction of chaos and order, in the complex or liquid realm

natural

469-399 BC) knowledge is virtue to Francis Bacons (1561-1626) knowledge is power

Vico

 Spengler prophesied that when we have applied complexity theory and synergetics (what he termed physiognomic science), to every specialized field of scientific reductionism, the vital wellspring of specifically Western science will exhaust itself and a new culture will arise

 All facets of society progress with the creation of technological tools for us to transform our thoughts into reality; sociologically, aesthetically and materially

 Oswald Spengler (1880-1936) inThe Decline of the West(1918-1922), emphasizes the centrality of concepts to our lives: 

 Behind every individual closes organization; before him opens liberty,-the Better, the Best

 Driesch thought of vitalism as being the theory of the autonomy of the process of life

 The outline of the contemporary theory of evolution comes from these major concepts and the development of population statistics

 Indeed, back in 1795, Condorcet expressed an entirely extropic conception of our potential for indefinite longevity:Would it even be absurd to suppose this quality of melioration in the human species as susceptible of an indefinite advancement; to suppose that a period must one day arrive when death will be nothing more than the effect either of extraordinary accidents, or of the flow and gradual decay of the vital powers; and that the duration of the middle space, of the interval between the birth of man and this decay, will itself have no assignable limit?InThe Philosophy of History(1831), Hegel held that humanity has:

What drives us to complete this massive program? It is the desire to extend empirical scientific methods towards modelling complex human intentionality and recognition strategies (i

 The value-fact split (the odd notion that science deals only with morally neutral, valueless or objective facts) was hardened on the technicism side by Galileo (1564-1642)

 As Ortega y Gasset inRevoltwrote: The specialist knows very well his own tiny corner of the universe; he is radically ignorant of all the rest

Fichte

Hegel

Charles Darwin

continuously

 He articulated the technical will-to-power at the beginning of an explosion of technological progress

Concepts are formed from perceptual categorization, learning and memory

books

More recently, Leibniz held that animal species were created continuously, without gaps

There are so many concepts linked to what can be called, very roughly, an extropic worldview, that I thought a general overview of how they were generated would be of interest

 In itsAphorisms, he states that, Knowledge and human power are synonymous, since the ignorance of the cause frustrates the effect; for nature is only subdued by submission

vital

 If individuals show the world a new extropic height, and begin the sublime ascent through example, civilization will raise itself, leading to greater technological capabilities for each individual

evolution

Thou shalt have the power to degenerate into the lower forms of life, which are brutish

 The second is that the formation and persistence of consensual purposes and intellectual vocations expresses the progression of meaning in history

perfectibility

concept
During bursts of conceptual progress, the process of the Inchworm of History always leaves behind, as if washed up on shore, leading concepts that are then assimilated during a consolidation phase

height

This conception of Hegels is compatible with Lynn Marguliss concept of homeorhesis, the honing in on a moving point of purposeful disequilibrium

Scientific and Historical MethodologyThere are similarities between history and science in advancing some concepts and dropping others

 To battle against the comfortable foregrounds of life, against the impressions of the moment, against what is near, tangible and easy, to win through to that which has generality and duration and links past and future-these are the sum of all Faustian imperatives from earliest Gothic to Kant and Fichte, and far beyond them again to the Ethos of immense power and will exhibited in our States, our economic systems and our technics

world

The Purposes of Historical StudySeeking wisdom is one of the oldest purposes of life humanity has yet chosen

 Successful consensual purposes never entirely disappear from the conceptual terrain, they represent peaks of meaning

Whitehead

 When the brain switches, it undergoes a nonequilibrium phase transition, which according to Hakens theory, is the basic mechanism of self-organization in nature

Spengler

conceptual

universe

 Quines formulation of how scientific choices are made as to which concepts to keep and which to discard, there exists a coherent web of peripheral concepts surrounding a central core of interdefined concepts

leadership

technicism

 Driesch properly transformed the term from Aristotlesahistoric conception to an active principle, from a pulling force to a pushing force

 More individuals, who live longer, also produce diversity in life purposes and their accompanying worldviews

 We preserve conceptual forms and conceptual functions because they represent a map or a memory of past peaks of meaning we have scaled on our way forward

There are no exact duplications of historical situations, yet historically successful consensual purposes remain indefinitely in the conceptual landscape

 This is the jump from metaphysics to biological epistemology where knowledge remains incomplete and corrigible

Albert Einstein (1879-1955) formulated the theory of general relativity and the equivalence of energy and mass

meaning

Since the latter half of the 19th century, the value-fact split in science led to the concepts of progress and perfectibility being renamed to the less value-laden concepts of evolution and adaptability

Ortega

 No matter how sophisticated our models become, though, we still cannot escape metaphysical assumptions which always leave open paths to new conceptual development

 He was a leader in developing ideas of nonlinear self-organization and self-reproduction through the theory of cellular automata

own

Gaetano Mosca

 We also see the whole terrain of human existence behind us, the ideas and artifacts still in circulation; such as BachsBrandenburg Concertos, BotticellisThe Birth of Venus, or HomersOdyssey

95-55 BC) wrote inThe Nature of Things(60 BC) Book V, Thus time by degrees brings each several thing forth before mens eyes and reason raises it up into the borders of light; for things must be brought to light one after the other and in due order in the different arts, until these have reached their highest point of development

Francis Bacon

 Ortega y Gasset inWhat is Philosophy?(1960), addresses the prerequisite of this quest, Truth descends only on him who tries for it, who yearns for it, who carries within himself, pre-formed, a mental space where the truth may eventually lodge

Max More

Matthew Arnold

2Spengler describes something close to my own metaphysics: There is nothing inherently absurd in the conception of a mechanical necessity wherein each individual case is morphologically self-contained and never exactly reproduced, in which therefore the acquisitions of knowledge cannot be put into consistently-valid formul

 The root of technicism is traced back to Plato: Art, conceived generally astechn, presupposes a knowing and a making: knowing the end to be aimed at and the best means for achieving the end

 Once the central concepts or basic technologies have been shifted, the mechanical work of rearranging and developing the new web surrounding them proceeds

Giambattista Vico

development

 Hence, we must focus our attention on the best and brightest during the peaks of meaning, which have only occurred a few times and in a few places in history

extropic

 Unamuno carved out a unique niche in extropic thought by focusing on physical immortality inTragic:The visible Universe, the one created by the instinct of self-preservation, strikes me as too narrow

 Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) and Spengler both spoke of evolutionary forces in society, alternating phases of culture and civilization

culture The importance of the concept of preservation (including history and memory) involves being able to turn around and see the paths we have trod

 This is the interminable alternating of a closed society and low culture breeding stagnation or breakdown, followed by an open society and high culture fostering bursts of progress; the to and fro of entropy and extropy

indefinite

Max More wrote this about the heights, Let us encourage each other by setting examples of what can be achieved, let us share our discoveries, and accelerate ourselves toward the attainment of individual and cultural excellence

 The impetus to return to ancient wisdom and lost immortality by winding-up, through the means of progress, is our oldest meme-set

Perfect speciation or perfect individual mutability to meet all possible environments would ensure the indefinite perpetuation of life itself

 This is why Nietzsche inThe Will to Power(1901), pronounced that: Socrates represents a moment of the profoundest perversity in the history of values

Karl Marx

consensual

 Spengler first defines our quest for meaning and knowledge, All modes of comprehending the world may, in the last analysis, be described as Morphology

 The signifying factor is volition, either one chooses an extropic purpose in life, or one defaults to an entropic purpose

Evolution and adaptability, in their older guise as progress and perfectibility, sound remarkably like Leibnizs metaphysical optimism, the best of all possible worlds, and a peak of extropic meaning

 Ephemeral art, such as unpublished poetry, or discarded computer graphics, is analogous to searches in conceptual valleys between peaks of meaning

 The greatest symbol of progress, our machines, are useful to us in directing the world according to our will, they grant us more and more power to expand

Newton

towards

 This led directly to the development of nuclear weapons capable of destroying all humanity in a general conflagration

system

 Richard Tarnas inThe Passion of the Western Mind(1991), has recently astutely observed that, Many sense that the great determining force of our reality is the mysterious process of history itself, which in our century has appeared to be hurtling toward a massive disintegration of all structures and foundations, a triumph of the Heraclitean flux

 The classical lite theorists, like Gaetano Mosca (1848-1923) [inThe Ruling Class(1896)], Roberto Michels [inPolitical Parties(1911)] and Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923) [inMind and Society(1916)], argued that it is an empirical fact that governments and societies throughout history have been controlled by a ruling class or power lite

Leonardo da Vinci

memory

power

 But value is derived from purpose which is essentially coherent or decoherent motion; this synthesis of Democritus and Plato is what Whitehead referred to, in his process philosophy, as the value realized in [a concrete] event

Richard Woltereck

humanism

held

formulated

extropy

Max Stirner inThe Ego and His Own(1845), wrote of the unique I:Look upon yourself as more powerful than they give you out for, and you have more power; look upon yourself as more, and you have more

Samuel Butler

material

science

 Following Aristotle, there have been many conceptions related to an inner drive, or a vital force that differentiates animate from inanimate matter

, individual physical expressions of inherited high culture, or 

 Willful searches for extropic functions must be followed by consolidation of their accompanying extropic forms

Max

Leibniz

 My evaluations are based on my incomplete knowledge of what the extropic worldview is and the incomplete knowledge of what exactly these individuals really thought

consolidation

 The successful response to this challenge is the development of an extropic culture

Why Do We Have Concepts and Why So Many of Them?The strategic battle plans that give us power over necessity and over time are comprised of concepts

Immanuel Kant

Joachim

organization

 Yes, knowledge of the world is structured by the minds subjective contribution; but that contribution is teleologically called forth by the universe for its own self-revelation

 Leibniz formulated his monads imbued with subjectivity and described the mechanistic (non-vitalistic) form of organization that brings unity to a living system, asentelechy

individual

peaks

 Spengler captures the essence of this feeling of expansive technological power:This is the outward- and upward-straining life-feeling

 The biologist Richard Woltereck called the natural trend towards emergent forms of increasing complexity anamorphosis

 Such an early conception of intellectual progress, was the precursor to all later scientific thought

We have made thee neither of heaven nor of earth, neither mortal nor immortal, so that with freedom of choice and with honor, as though the maker and molder of thyself, thou mayest fashion thyself in whatever shape thou shalt prefer

Scott Kelso

physical

 The notion of a natural hierarchy of complex life was clearly articulated by Aristotle, followed by the Great Chain of Being of Plotinus (204-270) that held reign from then up through the Renaissance
perfect

biology

Friedrich Nietzsche

 In Leibnizs own words from hisMonadology(1714):Now this interconnection, relationship, or this adaptation of all things to each particular one, and of each one to all the rest, brings it aboutthat every simple substance has relations which express all the others and that it is consequently a perpetual living mirror of the universe

In conclusion, let me emphasize the importance of the invaluable individuals moral choices going into the future, each and every one of us is capable of the turn towards extropy

 This is not being done with the consent of the rest of humanity, it is simply being done, one individuals decision at a time, and thats that
 Aristotle (384-322 BC) and Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) are representatives of the philosophy of technicism

 Prominent proponents of human perfectibility in the 18th and early 19th centuries included Condorcet, William Godwin (1756-1836) and Hegel

central aesthetics

Allan

 In short, I say that as a city we are the school of Greece; while I doubt if the world can produce a man, who where he has only himself to depend upon, is equal to so many emergencies, and graced by so happy a versatility as the Athenian

 For example, the liquid realm ontology of Thales (c

 72] In a similar vein, the veteran biologist and Nobel prize winner Albert Szent-Gyrgyi proposed to replace negentropy, and its negative connotations, by the positive term syntropy, which he defines as an innate drive in living matter to perfect itself

 Thou shalt have the power, out of thy souls judgment, to be reborn into the higher forms, which are divine

process

 The role of historical selectional forces was absent, but the hierarchical and cumulative nature of life development was articulated

Richard

424 BC) conceived of alternating phases of love and hate, Lao Tzu of yin and yang, Giambattista Vico (1668-1744) of society being governed by alternating phases of imaginative thought and abstract thought, Comte de Saint-Simon, (1760-1825) of organic and critical periods of civilization

objective

 All are related to expanding consensual reality through increasing conceptual connections and trust between greater and greater numbers of individuals

 Much of this history of the development of the concept of extropy was chronicled by Arthur Koestler (1905-1983) in his bookJanus(1978):It was in fact a physicist, not a biologist, the Nobel laureate Erwin Schrdinger, who put an end to the tyranny of the Second Law with his celebrated dictum: What an organism feeds on is negative entropy

 Matthew Arnold (1822-1888) presents a very sound argument inCulture and Anarchy(1869), that knowledge of the best that has been thought and said can provide high standards for intellectual life, resistant to the prevailing nihilism and dogma of any age

Arthur Koestler

is that the emergence of global states in complex systems can be explained by the evolution of (macroscopic) interactions of the systems elements in learning strategies far from thermal equilibrium

 InThinking in Complexity(1994), he describes the smoothing process:Any intrinsic concept [which is value-laden], in association with the experimental arrangement that allows it to be measured, can be employed as a scientific instrument

Ralph Waldo Emerson

 Baron Cuvier (1769-1832) and Goethe sought for a rational morphology that would explain the mechanisms that generate similar organisms

effect

 I have judiciously selected a few on both the humanism side and technicism side of life, to exemplify important transitional links to current extropic thought

Technicism is linked to the concepts of order, consolidation (turning novelty into the ordinary), memory, abstraction, discovery and the metaphysical bridge between consensual reality and objective reality

 Downplaying a past individuals concepts and works while promoting a current individuals material, accomplishes the same thing and is an ever-present part of the intellectual life within a civilization

 Thou, constrained by no limits, in accordance with thine own free will, in whose hand We have placed thee, shalt ordain for thyself the limits of thy nature

term

The intellectual root of extropy, like so many central concepts, is traced back to where Plato, inThe RepublicBook VI, describes the Form of Good:Now, this power, which supplies the objects of real knowledge with the truth that is in them, and which renders to him who knows them the faculty of knowing them, you must consider to be the essential Form of Good, and you must regard it as the origin of science, and of truth, so far as the latter comes within the range of knowledge: and though knowledge and truth are both very beautiful things, you will be right in looking upon good as something distinct from them, and even more beautiful

Gottfried von Leibniz

AbstractWhat is extropy?A measure of intelligence, information, energy, life, experience, diversity, opportunity and growthWhat is meant by conceptual development?Origin of conceptsReproduction of conceptsAdaptation of conceptsWhat can knowledge of history accomplish?Formation and self-sustenance of consensual purposesExpansion of rationalityWhy parallel development?Negative effects of historical split of value from factPositive effects of conjunction of the arts and scienceWhat is humanism and technicism?Direction of energy in spaceArrangement of matter in timeExemplified by historical individualsWhat are the key concepts? Historical derivation of:ExtropyComplexityProgressPerfectibilityEvolutionWhat drives extropic thought?LeadershipAscending the heightsCivilizationThe eternal question: Wherefore?The founding visionThe unique IAdventure and conquestVolitional freedomLiving history being largely biographical, a representative sample of over 100 individuals (by no means inclusive) and over 50 books are presented

 A splendid example of proto-extropian principles is this quote by the Marquis de Condorcet (1743-1794) fromThe Progress of the Human Mind(1795),In fine, may it not be expected that the human race will be meliorated by new discoveries in the sciences and the arts, and, as an unavoidable consequence, in the means of individual and general prosperity; by farther progress in the principles of conduct, and in moral practice; and lastly, by the real improvement of our faculties, moral, intellectual and physical, which may be the result either of the improvement of the instruments which increase the power and direct the exercise of those faculties, or of the improvement of our natural organization itself?The truest observation about progress I have seen made, based on my own personal experience, is attributed to Samuel Butler (1835-1902), an English satirist and evolutionary theorist who said, All progress is based upon a universal innate desire on the part of every organism to live beyond its income

Albert Einstein

Gregor Mendel

 We only create the universe in our mind through our value-laden subjective perceptual categorizations, but then we bring these, in conceptual form, into public view within a professional community

 Where imponderables are the things of first importance, there is the height of civilization, and if, at the same time, the power to act exists unimpaired, human life has reached a level seldom attained and very seldom surpassed

Denis Diderot


